Abstract
Introduction
The essence of object-oriented design is to identify similarities among objects and to capture them into a hierarchy of classes in which the upper layers specify the principle structure and behavior of objects and the lower layers add the details that differentiate them from each other. The creation of a well-designed class hierarchy is important to reduce design and code redundancy in a software system [1] and to help create a model of the application domain at different levels of abstraction [2] . Liskov investigated the benefits of type (or class) hierarchies 1 and pointed out that "it is necessary to have a clear understanding of how subtypes and supertypes are related" [3] . She coined the Liskov Substitution Principle [4] , which applied to object-oriented programming says that "derived classes must be usable through the base class interface without the need for the interface to know the difference" [12] . In this paper, we address method replacements as one particular aspect of subclass/superclass relationships that need to be well-understood as they have a great potential to violate the Liskov Substitution Principle and, consequently, be the cause of unwanted side effects during maintenance and evolution of object-oriented software. We define a replaced method as a non-abstract method (that is, with a method body) that is overridden in a subclass, and the overriding method in the subclass does not call, directly or indirectly, the overridden method in the superclass; that is, the implementation of the method in the superclass is not extended but replaced by the overriding method. This work was conducted when Rudolf K. Keller was a full-time faculty at University of Montreal.
1. Note that in this text we treat the concepts of types and classes interchangeably. Figure 1 illustrates the difference between method extension and replacement. In this example, the SuperClass implements the method doSomething by calling doABit. ClassWithExtendedMethod overrides doSomething by calling first, as its general core, doSomething of SuperClass, and then a second method doABitMore. On the other hand, doSomething in ClassWithReplacedMethod neglects the default implementation of doSomething in SuperClass by replacing it with a call to doSomethingElse.
To substantiate our intuition that method replacement is undesirable in object-oriented design, we provide both a quantitative and a qualitative analysis of the causes for method replacements. Section 2 defines the method replacement indicator on which most of the subsequent analysis is based. Section 3 provides information on how we extracted the relevant data from the test systems ET++ [6] and System-B (a telecom system provided by Bell Canada). Section 4 analyzes the occurrences of replaced methods at both the method and the class level. Next, Section 5 discusses the findings as to the reasons why methods were replaced. Section 6 gives an overview of related work, and Section 7 rounds up the paper with a conclusion and future work.
The Method Replacement Indicator
The objective of this study was to learn about the causes why programmers replace the implementation of methods. To this end, we defined the following three research variables:
• MRE stands for method replacement extent, which is determined by the number of subclasses to which a method is not visible due to a replacement; this also includes subclasses that are indirectly affected by a method replacement in one of their superclasses. For example, in Figure 2 the value for MRE is 6, computed by the sum of replacing methods (2) and (indirectly) affected methods (4). To gain an understanding of the impact of a method replacement relative to the class hierarchy of the method's owner class, we defined the following two research variables:
• SRM stands for subclasses of replaced method and is determined by the number of subclasses of the class in which the replaced method is defined; in the example of Figure 4 , this amounts to nine classes.
• MRI stands for method replacement indicator, which is calculated as the ratio between MRE and SRM (that is in the example of Figure 2 , 6 : 9 = 0.66). MRI is a measure that helps understand the scope of a method replacement. 0 means that the method is not replaced at all, and 1 means that the method is replaced in all subclasses.
Data Gathering
We used the SPOOL environment [7, 8, 9 , 10] to reverseengineer the seven C++ systems ET++, ACE, LEDA, xForms, and the Bell Systems A/B/C for different investigations [8, 10, 16] . For the purpose of this study, we use ET++ and System-B as they reflect object-oriented designs with deep inheritance hierarchies. Figure 3 shows some of the size characteristics of these two test systems. Note that the header files from the compiler are included in these numbers. Table 1 : Size characteristics of the systems under study.
To explore method replacements, we wrote a query that identifies instances of replaced methods in the reverse-engineered models that are stored in SPOOL's software design repository. In order to obtain sensible quantitative results, we excluded two kinds of method replacements from our study: the first one comprises empty replaced methods and the second one macro-generated methods.
According to our definition, a replaced method may have an empty body or return a constant value only (e.g., return 0). In object-oriented class hierarchies it is quite common that such primitive methods (also called hook methods) are introduced and subsequently replaced in subclasses to implement the steps of pre-defined small algorithms (also called template methods) [11, 10] . This is to keep a class hierarchy's algorithms flexible for adaptation to different applications. Given primitive methods, application programmers just need to override those steps of an algorithm that are relevant to the adaptation of the class hierarchy to the application at hand. This is common practice in object-oriented programming, and therefore we excluded this kind of method replacement from the analysis.
A second kind of method replacements that we purposely excluded from the analysis comprises methods that are generated by C++ macros. For example, ET++ provides C++ macros to specify metadata information for the runtime inspection of objects. Thus, ET++ programmers can inject meta information about classes (e.g., class name, attributes, and methods) into their application by writing predefined macros into the definition and implementation of those classes. These macros create an instance of an ET++ class Class, which knows about the class' type and superclass as well as the location of the underlying source code file on disk. To access these metadata, the macros generate virtual member functions, such as IsA() and Members(). These methods are generated into every class and automatically replaced in the subclasses. As such macro-generated method replacement would distort the results of our study, we exclude them from the analysis, too.
Analysis
In this sections, we analyze the occurrences of replaced methods in the three test systems. Due to space limitations and confidentiality reasons, we detail the analysis based on ET++ and summarize the results of System-B. The section is organized into two subsections addressing the method level and the class level, respectively. Table 2 shows some overall method-specific data about ET++.
Method-level analysis
Out of an overall 7564 methods of ET++, 6056 are nonprimitive. 2664 of these non-primitive methods are part of a superclass and therefore potentially replaceable. An overall 443 non-primitive methods of ET++ (16.6% of the replaceable methods) are at least once replaced in the respective subclass hierarchies. In System-B, an overall 413 non-primitive methods (27,3% of the replaceable methods) are at least once replaced.
In Table 3 , we evaluate the method replacement indicator MRI for each of the 6056 non-primitive methods of ET++.
The left part of Table 3 presents the distribution of the subclasses of replaced methods (SRM), the middle part the extent of method replacement (MRE), and the right part the resultant method replacement indicator (MRI).
For the interpretation of the method replacement indicator, we defined five intervals on MRI: zero (0), low (0 < MRI < 1/3), medium (1/3 <= MRI <= 2/3), high (2/3 < MRI < 1), and maximum (1). Table 4 shows the distribution of the replaced methods over the five intervals; the left part includes the zero value, the right part ignores it.
Zero MRI (0)
An MRI equal to zero indicates that the method is not replaced at all, which should be valid for the bulk of the methods in object-oriented software. In ET++, 92.7% of the total number of non-primitive methods are not replaced (see Table 4 , left part). However, if we consider only replaceable non-primitive methods (that is, non-primitive methods of Table 2 : Overall method-specific data. classes with at least one subclass; see Table 2 ), this factor is reduced to 83.4%. In other words, 16.6% of the potentially replaceable methods in ET++ are indeed replaced in at least one subclass.
Low MRI (0 < MRI < 1/3)
A low MRI indicates that only a minor percentage of the subclasses replace the implementation of the method at hand. In ET++, 155 methods (34.9% of all replaced methods; see Table 4 , left part) have an MRI of greater than 0 and less than 1/3, meaning that the implementation of the method is hidden in less than one third of the subclass hierarchy.
For instance, the method ET_VObject::ReadEvent exhibits an MRI of 0.01, which indicates that only one percent of the subclasses replace the method. Figure 3 shows the SPOOL design inspector to illustrate this case: the upper part lists all replaced methods of the selected class; the middle part illustrates the class with the selected replaced method and the subclasses with the corresponding replacing method; and the lower part shows the structure in the context of the whole class hierarchy. In this example, the default implementation of ReadEvent in ET_VObject automatically propagates ReadEvent to the container (determined with GetContainer) in which the object at hand is embedded. Only one subclass, ET_Window, replaces this default behavior and propagates ReadEvent not to its container, but delegates it to its port (determined with MakePort), which is the window's implementation on a specific platform, such as X-Windows or Sun-Windows. This is crucial information that needs to be understood for both using and maintaining ET++.
Medium MRI (1/3 <= MRI <= 2/3)
A medium MRI indicates that there is more or less a balance between subclasses that use the superclass method as is and those that re-implement its behavior. As with all method replacements, a method with an MRI that falls into this interval should be examined with suspicion. In ET++, 88 methods (19.9% of the replaced methods) have an MRI between 0.33 and 0.66.
High MRI (2/3 < MRI < 1)
A high MRI indicates that the extent of a method replacement includes most of the subclasses of the method's owner class. In other words, most subclasses do not accept the default implementation, and therefore such a replaced method may be considered a candidate for refactoring into subclasses. In ET++, 37 methods (8.4% of the replaced methods) fall into the MRI interval of greater than 2/3 and lower than 1. Out of the 27 subclasses of ET_Manager, only three accept the default implementation of DoMakeMenuBar in ET_Manager, and two of these latter subclasses (that is, 
Maximum (MRI = 1)
An MRI equal to 1 indicates that the extent of a method replacement comprises all subclasses; that is, all subclasses use a method implementation that is different from the one in the superclass. In ET++, 163 methods (36.8% of all replaced methods) exhibit an MRI of one. In ET++, ET_Text is the abstract superclass of all text representations. It is subclassed with ET_CheapText (for smaller texts without font attributes), ET_GapText (for larger texts), ET_StyledText (for texts with font attributes), and ET_VObjectText (for texts that include graphic objects). Figure 8 shows
In contrast to Figure 5 , where the superclass is abstract, in Figure 6 the superclass ET_CommandProcessor is concrete and, therefore, can be instantiated. Figure 6 shows ET_CommandProcessor, which manages and executes user actions as separate objects and provides services for undoing these actions later on. The ET++ framework instantiates the concrete superclass ET_CommandProcessor to provide a default command processor, which may be substituted by the application with a variant that is more suitable for the requirements at hand. Since MRI = 1, the replaced method ET_CommandProces-sor::PerformNormalCommand is carried out for instances of ET_CommandProcessor only. For both software comprehension and maintenance, information that a method is applied to instances of the superclass only is important.
We have worked with many class hierarchies that make extensive use of concrete superclasses, and frequently we ran into extensive comprehension and maintenance problems when we had to refactor such hierarchies to capture our evolving requirements. As the concrete superclass is typically instantiated in other parts of the system, organizational changes of the class hierarchy are hard to accomplish without major change impact. We agree with Martin that "the more stable a class hierarchy is, the more it must consist of abstract classes" [5] .
Class-Level Analysis
Class-level analysis of replaced methods is concerned with the identification of classes that exhibit a high number of either replaced methods or replacing methods. We explored several alternatives for measuring method replacement at the class level including the ratio between the number of replaced methods and the total number of methods per class and the ratio between the number of replacing methods and the total number of methods per class. However, we found that these ratios are meaningful for only one of our test systems, ET++, whose classes comprise relatively few methods. As the classes of System-B comprise either many methods or only few replaced or replacing methods, these ratios become little expressive. Hence, we decided to abandon these measures for method replacement at the class level and opted for effective visualization and inspection of both the number of replaced methods and the number of replacing methods per class.
For visualization, we use the technique of growing bounding boxes [8, 10] . Applied to replaced methods, this technique refers to the drawing of a bounding box over a class for each occurrence of a replaced method in that class; that is, the taller the outmost bounding box, the more replaced methods exist for that class. Figure 7 illustrates the resultant diagrams of ET++ and System-B. They provide an overview of the number of method replacements and their relative distribution among the classes of the system at hand. The total number of replacing methods in a class is visualized similarly. For inspection, we list for a given class all its replaced or replacing methods, respectively. Optionally, we allow the user to display or hide replaced methods in superclasses, non-replaced methods, all inherited methods, as well as the value of the MRI for each method (see Figures 8, 10 , and 11). Replaced methods sorted according to their MRI values give an overview of the impact of method replacement within the class hierarchy. It is our experience that such intuitive visualization and inspection facilities in the context of the relevant class hierarchy contribute much more to the understanding of method replacements at the class-level than cumulative numbers.
Replaced methods per class
The two test systems ET++ and System-B include 443 and 413 method replacements, respectively. Table 5 , left part, lists in decreasing order the nine classes of the test systems with the most replaced methods per class (# Rpld.Meth.) and associates the number of replaceable nonprimitive methods (# Rpl. N-P. Meth.); the right part shows the distribution of the replaced methods per class. ; histograms of the number or replaced methods per class (right part).
Once the classes with many replaced methods have been identified, individual classes may be analyzed. It is useful to distinguish two cases: (a) the replaced methods of a class stem from replacing methods in only one or a few subclasses, and (b) the replaced methods of a class stem from replacing methods in many subclasses.
2. Due to confidentiality reasons, we were not allowed to expose any class and method names of System-B. As an illustration of the first case, Figure 8 depicts the class ET_Printer in which 6 out of 7 method replacements stem from the subclass ET_Preview. This is an indicator that the method implementations of the superclass are too specific. To minimize method replacement and to improve the logic design of the whole class hierarchy, we suggest to introduce an abstract class ET_AbstractPrinter that provides pure virtual methods for the replaced methods, as indicated in Figure 9 . At the second level, ET_Printer and ET_Preview would implement these methods accordingly. In more general terms, for the case in which most or all of the replaced methods stem from one or few subclasses, we suggest to separate the classes with the replacing methods from the original class hierarchy and connect the original class hierarchy with the separated classes via a common abstract superclass.
The second case constitutes the situation in which the replaced methods of a class are based on replacing methods in many subclasses. Figure 10 illustrates ET_SeqCollection as an example of this case. The superclass ET_SeqCollection provides far too many method implementations; not surprisingly, some of these methods do not fit into either of the subclasses. Class hierarchies that are built on superclasses that are crammed with subclass-specific implementations are difficult to comprehend. Analyzing our industrial test systems, we found this case to be a strong indicator of flaws in the design of the class hierarchy. In the example of Figure 12 , ET_SortedObjList is a subclass of both ET_ObjList and ET_SeqCollection. As the methods of these two superclasses, which implement ordered addition such as AddLast, AddBefore, or PutAt, should not be applicable to the subclass ET_SortedObjList, they were replaced with a message that tells the programmer about this fact. This example illustrates how ET++ uses method replacement to deal with behavioral reduction in subclasses. However, behavioral reduction usually leads to hard-tounderstand and error-prone class hierarchies and should be avoided [17] .
We have noticed that method replacements were often introduced due to the overuse of concrete superclasses. The avoidance of concrete superclasses through the introduction of abstractions that provide only interfaces and common behavior is a first approach one should consider to resolve method replacements. Another approach to more comprehensible class hierarchies without method replacements is to flatten the class hierarchy at hand by providing different implementations in a separate class hierarchy. In our example, the different strategies for ordering lists (for example, unordered, ordered, or sorted according to specified criteria) could be modeled as a separate hierarchy of singleton classes [11] . The unique and stateless instances of these singleton classes could be plugged into objects of ET_SeqCollection to provide the ordering mechanism that is needed in the client program at hand.
The technique for the refactoring of replaced methods always depends on the actual class hierarchy, the semantics of the classes and methods, and the contexts in which they are used. Hence, visualization and inspection of method replacements are invaluable aids to gain a more global picture of the method replacements at hand. It is our experience that such qualitative analysis of method replacement at the class level using visualization and inspection is much more relevant for industrial software than a quantitative analysis based on cumulative metrics.
Replacing methods per class
A second view on method replacement may be taken by studying the subclass that contains the replacing methods. Figure 11 shows the class ET_Window containing 8 replacing methods, and associates all direct and indirect superclasses comprising the respective replaced methods. We consider this type of diagram as a supplement to the replaced methods inspection diagrams (see Figures 8 and  10 ) to study the overall coherence of the subclass' methods with their default implementations in the superclasses. A high number of replacing methods in a class can be a sign of flaws in the class design or the result of too many concrete method implementations in the superclass hierarchy. Note that the MRI values can be displayed in any of the inspection diagrams at the discretion of the analyzer. In Figure 11 , for instance, this reveals valuable information that the five methods Focus, Open, ExtentChanged, ReadEvent, and SetExtent of ET_Clipper are not used in the configuration of ET++ at hand. The only subclass ET_Window replaces all of them.
Discussion
The objective of this study was to identify the causes for method replacements. To this end, we developed a method replacement indicator (MRI) that quantifies the scope of a method replacement on a ratio scale. MRI measures the percentage of subclasses in which a method implementation in the superclass is hidden due to a replacement. The categorization of the MRI into five intervals helped improve understanding and interpretation of the causes for method replacements. Based on the test systems, we identified the following six causes:
• Cause #1: Uninformed maintenance. Under tight project schedules, programmers often resort to a build-and-fix attitude and extensively introduce method replacement to meet the short-term expectations of their management.
• Cause #2: Concrete superclasses. To be instantiable, a superclass needs to implement all its methods; however, almost always there are methods of concrete superclasses that just do not fit the purpose of the subclass at hand, and hence need to be replaced by the programmers.
• Cause #3: Behavior reduction. In industrial software, superclasses often provide method implementations that are applicable to some but not all subclasses. To provide a safe subclass implementation, programmers often replace the superclass implementation with an empty method.
• Cause #4: Design trade-offs between reusability and genericity. Often, an implementation of a behavioral feature is applicable to most subclasses, but not to all. The designers often decide to provide an implementation of such a behavioral feature in the superclass and grant some of the subclasses to which it is not applicable the right of replacement.
• Cause #5: Performance. A generic method implementation is often slower than one that is tailored to the problem at hand. Hence, programmers often replace a generic method implementation in the superclass with a more efficient implementation in the subclass.
• Cause #6: Cost of refactoring. Requirements evolution entails in most cases design refactoring; however, when the implementation of the design is already reused in client code, refactoring the design can be costly. A less expensive solution is to replace some of the methods of existing, yet insufficient classes with code that captures the changed requirements.
Class-level analysis of method replacements provides a broader picture of method replacements by illustrating their occurrences per class. Despite the fact that we experimented with various quantifications, we opted for a qualitative approach to method replacement analysis at the class-level. Visualization and inspection of the relevant classes and their context provides more insight into the problem at hand than cumulative numbers. It is the combination of context, the number of replaced methods of a class, the number of replacing methods in the subclasses, the location of the classes containing the replaced and replacing methods within the overall class hierarchy, and the MRI values of the replaced methods that have proven most effective in identifying the causes of method replacements and developing strategies for minimizing them.
Related Work
Below we briefly discuss work that is related to method replacement. Conspicuously absent are studies that aim at the quantification of method replacement. We believe that this is mainly due to the lack of reverse-engineering environments that can handle object-oriented code, and in particular C++ code. The query, visualization, inspection, and quantification mechanisms of SPOOL were invaluable to develop an understanding for method replacements.
Many authors elaborated on the importance as well as on the ramifications of type hierarchies, inheritance, and polymorphism [13] , but arguably the most important work was that of Liskov on the substitutability of types, leading to the Liskov Substitution Principle [5] mentioned in the introduction of this paper. Clearly, this principle is highly semantic in nature and violations cannot be checked with automated source code analysis tools. However, replaced methods are a strong indicator of violations against this principle as the implementation of the replacing method is unrelated to the implementation of the replaced method.
Meyers [14] elaborates on the Liskov Substitution Principle as applied to C++ and underlines that "public inheritance asserts that everything applicable to base class objects -everything! -is also applicable to derived class objects".
Under different terms and taking a forward-engineering viewpoint, he describes the subtle ramifications and unwanted side effects of method redefinitions. He points out the importance of a judicious use of interface inheritance versus implementation inheritance and argues that the differentiation among pure virtual, virtual, and nonvirtual methods allows to specify what parts of a class be inherited to subclasses. We believe that quantification, visualization, and inspection of method replacement will help create awareness of this problem in the object-oriented design community.
This study on method replacement is part of a project in which we analyze low-level semantic constructs in objectoriented software with the goal to provide a foundation for the recovery and analysis of high-level views, such as design patterns [8] . In [10] we investigated the flexible parts, also called hot spots [15] , of object-oriented software based on inheritance and composition template methods. In [16] , we set the ground for this paper by introducing a preliminary definition of method replacement and by providing a qualitative analysis of method replacement restricted to the method level. In this paper, we refined and extended this research by studying multiple systems and conducting a classlevel analysis.
Conclusion
Replaced methods are concrete, polymorphic methods with a body that is replaced in one or more subclasses with a completely detached implementation, meaning that there is no method call, either direct or indirect, from the implementation in the subclass to its counterpart in the superclass. Method replacement is counter to the concept of abstraction, as a method that was originally identified as a generic feature of a family of classes is rejected by a class that replaces this method with context-specific behavior. This breaks the conceptual smoothness of the design and makes it difficult to understand. Our original hypothesis of this study was that it is a sign of immaturity of an abstraction if the class hierarchy that implements this abstraction exhibits many method replacements. To this end, we applied the SPOOL environment to analyze the application framework ET++ as well as the proprietary telecommunications system System-B. Using SPOOL, we quantified, visualized, and inspected method replacements in the reverseengineered source code.
Our intuition that method replacement is in general an indicator for problems in the design of a behavioral feature of a class is substantiated by this study. Uninformed maintenance is a reality in industrial software engineering, and the number of method replacements can be a strong indicator that programmers did not understand how to integrate their functionality into the existing system. Furthermore, when faced with preexisting concrete superclasses or a design based on class reduction, one should refrain from method replacement; rather, a redesign should be considered. It is our experience that a design comprising only abstract superclasses is more understandable and more resilient to refactoring. In any case, if a superclass is concrete, its methods should not be replaced, but only extended by subclasses. This will help maintain consistency in the behavior between the superclass and its subclasses. However, our investigation also suggests that one should refrain from categorically dismissing method replacement. Trade-offs, performance considerations, and high refactoring costs may well be reasons that justify method replacements.
It is important that software quality assurance includes measures that encourage the documentation of the instances of replaced and replacing methods in the code. This will ease the difficult tasks of software maintenance and testing since, all too often, we have experienced replaced methods to be the cause of unwanted side effects when superclass methods were modified. In particular, classes that exhibit many replaced or replacing methods, respectively, should be evaluated carefully for refactoring measures at both the method and the class level. Class-level analysis illuminates the classes with high numbers of method replacements in the context of the overall class hierarchy. This context information together with the quantification, visualization, and inspection capabilities of SPOOL helped us not only understand the causes of method replacements, but also develop strategies for refactoring replaced or replacing methods.
In our future work on method replacement, we will investigate automated tool support for refactoring method replacements. As a first step, we will extend SPOOL with a feature that will suggest one or multiple refactoring strategies, taking into account the context of the method replacement at hand, the number of replaced and replacing methods per class, and the MRI values. As a second step, we will provide automated support to analyze the impact of the selected refactoring strategy to guarantee overall consistency. As a third step, we will provide automated support to change the affected source code.
